Abstract-Biometrics technology already becomes one of many application needs for identification. Every organ in the human body might be used as an identification unit because they tend to be unique characteristics. Many researchers had their focus on human organ biometrics physical characteristics such as fingerprint, human face, palm print, eye iris, DNA, and even behavioral characteristics such as a way of talk, voice and gait walking. Human Gait as the recognition object is the famous biometrics system recently. One of the important advantage in this recognition compare to other is it does not require observed subject's attention and assistance. This paper proposed Gender classification using Human Gait video data. There are many human gait datasets created within the last 10 years. Some databases that widely used are University of South Florida (USF) Gait Dataset, Chinese Academy of Sciences (CASIA) Gait Dataset, and Southampton University (SOTON) Gait Dataset. This paper classifies human gender in Spatial Temporal reasoning using CASIA Gait Database. Using Support Vector Machine as a Classifier, the classification result is 97.63% accuracy.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, there has been an increased attention on effectively identifying individuals for prevention of terrorist attacks. Many biometric technologies have emerged for identifying and verifying individuals by analyzing face, fingerprint, palm print, iris, gait or a combination of these traits [1] [10] [21] .
Human Gait as the classification and recognition object is the famous biometrics system recently. Many researchers had focused this issue to consider for a new recognition system [2] Human Gait classification and recognition giving some advantage compared to other recognition system. Gait classification system does not require observed subject's attention and assistance. It can also capture gait at a far distance without requiring physical information from subjects [3] [4] [5] .
There is a significant difference between human gait and other biometrics classification. In human gait, we should use video data instead of using image data as other biometrics system used widely. In video data, we can utilize spatial data as well as temporal data compare to image data. Most of the gait classification and or recognition system created are using spatial data only [2] Human Gait Gender Classification as a recognition system divided in three main subject; preprocessing, feature extraction and classification.
There are 2 feature extraction method to be used: model based and free model approach [2] [20] . We used free modelbased for spatial data extraction and model-based for temporal data extraction. Model-based approaches obtain a set of static or dynamic skeleton parameters via modeling or tracking body components such as limbs, legs, arms and thighs. Gait signatures derived from these model parameters employed for identification and recognition of an individual. It is obvious that model-based approaches are view-invariant and scaleindependent. These advantages are significant for practical applications, because it is unlikely that reference sequences and test sequences taken from the same viewpoint. Model-free approaches focus on shapes of silhouettes or the entire movement of physical bodies. Model-free approaches are insensitive to the quality of silhouettes. Its advantage is a low computational costs comparing to model-based approaches. However, they are usually not robust to viewpoints and scale [3] .
There are some Human Gait Datasets widely used by researchers today. Many human gait datasets created within the last 10 years. Some of widely used datasets are University of South Florida (USF) Gait Dataset, Chinese Academy of Sciences (CASIA) Gait Dataset, and Southampton University (SOTON) Gait Dataset. Our proposed method uses CASIA as a dataset resource. We used Class B of CASIA Dataset.
CASIA Class B is a large multi-view gait database, created in January 2005. There are 124 subjects, and the gait was captured from 11 views. This paper will presents the classification of Human gait gender classification using our proposed method, Gait Energy Motion as a spatial feature and movement velocity as a temporal feature. The following section describes the proposed gender classification based on human gait followed by implementation and some experiments. Then conclusion with some discussions is also followed.
II. PROPOSED METHOD
The classification of human gait in this paper consists of three part, preprocessing, feature extraction, and classification. www.ijacsa.thesai.org Figure 1 shows the complete overview of proposed human gait gender classification. 
A. Preprocessing
In this proposed method, we use CASIA (Chinese Academy of Science) Gait Dataset of Class B using one perpendicular camera. The Class B Dataset consists of 124 different person. Each person had some conditions: bring bag, using coat, and normal condition. Each condition also taken some different angle camera position. The video resolution is 320 by 240 pixels, and using 25 fps of frame rate. We use a normal condition and perpendicular camera position. First step preprocessing to get the feature is creating silhouettes, fortunately we did not have to create silhouettes because CASIA also provide silhouettes image in their dataset. Usually, silhouettes created using background subtraction.
B. Feature Extraction
We used free model-based for spatial data extraction and model-based for temporal data extraction.
Free Model Based
Free Model based using Gait Energy Image (GEI) is the best feature for gait recognition and classification until now [2] [20] . GEI have some advantage compare to other feature. GEI represents all the silhouettes in one video file, into one new energy image. The dimensionality of the data is reduced using the energy. Using GEI will also remove the noise smoothly. It is said that GEI is a spatial temporal data, but in fact there are no temporal information in GEI. To overcome the temporal data, we use the model based which will be discuss in the next section.
Using GEI for gender classification also already published [20] . Instead of using raw GEI, Shiqi Yu et al. used some weighting point in some parts of the human body. The weighting factor achieved from some survey that their team taken in the research. The accuracy for gait gender classification using GEI and weighting point by Shiqi Yu et al. is 95.97%.
Gender classification using gait motion as a feature also already done [26] . The gender classification accuracy is 92.9% using the gait motion.
To make comparative study with GEI, we will exploits motion feature as spatial data from human gait. Using the same method with GEI, but we just use the motion as a feature. We call this method Gait Energy Motion (GEM).
GEI is defined as [20] :
where T is the number of frames in the sequence I(i,j,.), I(i,j,t) is a binary silhouette image at frame t, i, and j are the image coordinates.
GEM is defined as :
where I(i,j,t) is a binary silhouette image at current frame t, and I(i,j,t-1) is a binary silhouette image at previous frame t. The model free preprocessing used in this paper by using the motion parameter per frame [22] . First, we have to get the silhouettes image. After we get the silhouettes, the motion of the human body can be achieved by using background www.ijacsa.thesai.org subtraction. The motion we get also per frame and per video sequence. Figure 3 (a) is the results of the silhouettes image. Figure 3 (b) is the example of the human motion per frame. Model based approaches obtain a series of static or dynamic body parameters via modelling or tracking body components such as limbs, legs, arms and thigh [2] . Model based approaches are view invariant and scale independent. Model based approaches are sensitive to the quality of gait sequences. Another disadvantage of the model based is its large computation and relatively high time costs due to parameters calculations.
Many gait model already made so far. We use M. S. Nixon et al. [4] model as a reference. This model provides more kinematics feature compare to other model. The challenge to this model is how to distinguish between left and right leg, because the data source only two-dimensional image using one perpendicular camera. This model can provide a lot of features, however, for the proposed method we start by only use one feature which is the velocity as a temporal data.
The methods namely Skeleton model. Morphological operation provides such a method to get skeleton image. The skeleton image having a lot of noise that can reduce the feature calculation result. For this research, we do not remove the noise because the we only used one temporal feature which is velocity.
We use three binary morphological operations to create such a skeleton model. Those three models are dilation, erosion, and thinning. For the dilation, we use three times of one's structuring element. We use six times of one's structuring element for the erosion.
Below is the algorithm for thinning operation [ 
where :
Condition G3': ( ̅̅̅ ) (6) Figure 4 shows the result of silhouettes after some morphological operation proposed.
We can calculate the velocity easily using head point in every frame as a reference. The unit measure for velocity in this method is pixel/frame.
III. IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTS
We will implement the proposed methods to the CASIA (Chinese Academy of Sciences) Gait Database. CASIA Gait dataset has four class datasets: Dataset A, Dataset B (multiview dataset), Dataset C (infrared dataset), and Dataset D (foot pressure measurement dataset). We will use the B class dataset www.ijacsa.thesai.org in 90 degrees point of view. Figure 8 shows the CASIA Gait image database example of male and female gender [9] . There are 124 unique human gaits in B class dataset. From the total of 124 dataset, only 31 data of female gait existed. To make the data balance, we will also use 31 male gait dataset. Every human has 6 video of perpendicular view, so we pretend to use every single video as one data. The total of the data is 372, consists of 186 video of male gait and 186 video of female gait.
We use Support Vector Machine: SVM as a classification method and using 10 cross fold validation as a training method. We also try the well-known Two Dimensional: 2D Discrete Wavelet Transformation: DWT with Haar base function for analyzing and comparing the results [26] . The result is in Table 1 . Very interesting to analyze is the classification time for every method. Every pixel is pretend to be the feature want to classify. The classification cost will be higher if the image size is bigger. GEM is smaller image compare to GEI, because GEM only took the motion part, not all part of the image. Using Approximation detail in DWT will reduce the classification cost because the image size is rescaling four times smaller in level 1. Smaller image size will also reduce the CCR.
Since we use Gait Energy Motion (GEM) which is taking the motion parameter in the image, the difference between classes should be the motion. Also another basic question is which part of the human body giving the significance difference between classes. [20] :
where is the j th sample of class i, c is the number of classes, n i is the sample number of class i, ∑ , ̅ is the mean of samples in class i, and ̅ is the mean of ̅ . If we implement in our research, the formula above will become:
The calculated F-statistic values are shown in Figure. Whiter color means better discriminative capability. The highest discriminative value is seen in the left foot motion. Right foot motion also seen some discriminative value, but because of the longer distance than the left foot, the value is not too high. Other areas that have higher discriminative value than others are the hand motion. 
VI. CONCLUSION
The entire system is using model free motion based and model motion based as spatial and temporal information. GEM as a spatial feature and velocity as a temporal feature extraction, and classify the data using SVM. Implemented in the CASIA Gait Database, we conclude as following:
(1) The classification accuracy is 97.47% if only spatial information processed.
(2) The classification accuracy is 97.63% if spatial and temporal information processed, This research shows that GEM is giving more CCR result compare to GEI with some weighting factors. This research also shows that by using free model motion based and velocity gait is enough to use as a feature for human gait gender classification. We even do not need any weighting point factors in the feature to increase the classification result.
The preprocessing used in this proposed method is a model free based. There are some advantages by using this method. First, the development of the program is not difficult. Because it is not too difficult, another advantage of this method is low cost computation system. We use velocity from a model based feature to get temporal information. This feature proved enough to classify gender. However, for human recognition using gait, we should use other kinematics parameter from a model that we created. There is some temporal information such as stride and cadence parameter per frame, angle of every knee per frame, and hip angle per frame. Some other classification might provide a better result to the recognition of human gait gender such as a k-nearest neighbor [14] .
